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If God is God, the same yesterday, today, and forever, why can't the supernatural intersect every

moment of every day with the natural? More importantly, why can't we allow ourselves to be more

aware of that intersection? It's happening whether we're aware or not.These are a couple of the

thoughts this book has provoked in me, and I've already experienced healing in my own life as a

consequence of considering its claims and acting on them.The book is an easy read, but also gives

plenty to ponder, and plenty of practical encouragements that can begin to be put into practice

anytime. Results may not be guaranteed in the timeframe we would be tempted to dictate, but they

would seem to be guaranteed, and so far I have not been disappointed. It's not about having a

problem-free or worry-free life, but one that overcomes these by yielding to the ever-present Holy

Spirit, working in us from the inside out to heal us and more importantly bring that healing to a

wounded world.Yes, I recommend this book.

I originally bought this book for a friend with cancer. I wanted to read it before giving it to her to

make sure that it wasn't wacky!As I began reading it I could see that it wasn't just a book about

healing nor was it a book just for my friend. I began to clearly see that I could apply the same truths

that healed Brian Wills to a difficult area in my own life. I quickly purchased 2 more books, one for

"me" and another for another friend that was going through a rough situation. The books main

impact for me has been a deeper revelation of our covenant relationship to God through the

completed work of the cross and the blood of Jesus. I love the principle of "Truth will always Trump

fact", the confident understanding of the promise of bringing heaven's reality to earth in All our

situations as we proclaim in faith what belongs to us, as the redeemed of the Lord.I believe the

truth's in this book have and will continue to shape my prayer life and the results of my prayer life

forever. Thanks Brian Wills for writing this book and Thank you Jesus for making it real.



I spent years looking for healing, mostly an inner healing from a traumatic events of my childhood. I

found out about Brian Willis book only a while ago. It helped me as much as it reasurred me that a

true healing comes only from God, that it's not conditional but available to everyone if we only take a

plunge, if we trust enough. Brian talks about his struggle, even he himself wasn't healed instantly.

Today I see that my healing is also a process, it's gradual, but it happens every day more & more,

and I already see amazing fruits coming from it. "10 hours to live" is not only a very inspiring story,

but also a great source of encouragement, guidance and hope. I personally learnt about great

peace & healing that came with the letting of forgiveness into my life. I asked God to help me to

forgive those who hurt me so badly in the past, with great difficulty I prayed to God to bless them

(seemed impossible at the time!). Within some space of time amazing things started to happen, as if

something opened and a floodgate of blessings was poured out on to me and those who I released

in peace.

God is SO good! This young man and his family faced death and pain in the face and won by their

deep faith in God. I was totally taken back by the way the Drs reacted to his faith, when they

suggested that he was mentally unstable and in complete denial that he was dying- SO FACE IT!!

This book just shows how deep faith, reading your Bible, memorizing scripture and prayer can/will

give you healing through our Lord. He's family was so amazing too. I ended up writing down all his

Bible verses he used at the end of his book and now carrying it with me always. If you or someone

you know is hurting, sick or even terminally ill- read this book.

This is an easy read and basically broken down into two sections, What and How. What happened

to Brian in the midst of adversity and How anyone through the power of Jesus Christ can be healed.

It is a powerful book and a great uplifting true story of a miracle in today's world. Unfortunately, "the

world" media hardly ever reports the good stuff, and therefore most people do not believe that

miracles happen. The public says things like, "miracles may have happened like that in Moses time

period but not today". This is bogus. He is the same yesterday, today and tomorrow and miracles

happen every day. God is a healing God and this book will open you up in a way you've never seen.

Brian's book is an outpouring of a journey that God took him on as a young man. He should have

died from Burkitt's Lymphoma which had been fatal for every person diagnosed with this rapidly

growing cancer. You will benefit from His path, while learning a wealth of scriptural application as



well as how to closely guard yourself while doing spiritual battle to actually experience a healing.

You will learn how to balance the spiritual with the physical, utilizing prayer, doctors and medicine

together. A real gem of a read. Every believer NEEDS to read this book. I will definitely reread this

book!!!

This book is excellent! It's a very powerful and true story. I am privileged to know Brian personally.

Not only is his healing story true, he's a very humble man who truly loves God. I own both a paper

back and a Kindle copy.

Every church should study and apply these principles. We would have more people healed and

alive today and more coming to Christ!
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